DISCERNMENT, Entry #1 of 5
We trust—and we use good sense. Living in fellowship with other addicts, we
learn discernment (Guiding Principles, Tradi on Two, opening medita on).
The spiritual principle of discernment—exercising good judgment—is central to prac cing
Tradi on Two. In our personal recovery, we work on developing a guiding conscience in our own
decision-making that helps us to decipher what’s healthy for us and what isn’t. Many of us have
described that conscience as a voice in our head that tells us right from wrong. Many others say
it’s our loving Higher Power working in our lives.
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We bring this awareness into our groups and try to prac ce it there, in fellowship with each
other. Discernment is group conscience in ac on; using it requires some common sense,
experience, and, hopefully, clarity about what’s our opinion, what’s factual, and what’s actually
important. Some of our groups develop trust and a collec ve conscience over me, but we
need to stay open-minded as our membership evolves. To sustain our prac ce of Tradi on Two,
we need unity, faith, goodwill, and even more trust.
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Speaking of trust, discernment helps us to choose our trusted servants and guides us in our
eﬀorts to be trustworthy as we serve. We create guidelines that outline preferred quali es for
par cular roles in our groups. These may aid the process but aren’t the whole of it. Other
circumstances may play a role in our decisions that aren’t on paper and s ll meet our need to
serve the greater good. We listen to our fellow members oﬀer qualiﬁca ons for a posi on,
learning about each other’s capacity for eﬀec ve leadership, and then use discernment,
expressed through our group conscience, to match talent to task.
As trusted servants, we’re trusted to serve the needs of our group and NA as a whole, rather
than our own egos, individual opinions, and desired outcomes. To keep our leaders in check, we
are each other’s eyes and ears, shining light on one another’s blind spots and turning up the
volume when we aren’t listening carefully.
----------------------------------

I am commi ed to serving the greater good. I aim to do so by exercising good
judgment, invi ng my own conscience to contribute to the group’s, and le ng go
of the outcome.
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DISCERNMENT, Entry #2 of 5
Discernment comes from hard experience: trus ng people we shouldn’t, being
hurt, and coming back anyway. (Living Clean, Chapter 5, “Friendship”).
Addicts seem especially prone to being all or nothing people. We either know or have been the
kind of people who ﬂip between manipula on and brutal honesty, who exercise eight days a
week or not at all, or who have love/hate rela onships with everything and everybody. One
member described their approach to rela onships this way: “Either I’m all in or you’re dead to
me.” Suspicion, cynicism, and self-reliance were survival skills.
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It doesn’t take much clean me for us to realize this dark and fearful view of the world won’t
serve our recovery well. Hope for a be er life creeps up on us, crowding out our
previously-dark outlook. Some of us even adopt an uncharacteris cally sunny disposi on as
the renowned “pink cloud” colors our en re approach to life for a me. Not to knock this
glorious phase of early recovery or those lucky enough to experience it, but blind op mism
carries its own risks. We can trust NA with saving our lives without entrus ng every member
with all of our secrets. It’s important to modulate our openness, discerning the diﬀerence
between sharing at group level, conﬁding in a friend, and baring our soul in a Fi h Step. Of
course, some of our best lessons come from our mistakes.
This is where discernment comes in. Discernment introduces us to the brake pedal so that we
don’t have to lurch between extremes. Tapping the brakes on our thinking and behavior allows
us to prac ce good judgment instead of impulsiveness. Discernment turns a toggle switch into
a dial. Instead of binary choices like trust or don’t trust, we discern the useful territory
between poles. We don’t just discern right from wrong, but also right from almost right.
Discernment helps us make be er choices and to learn from experience. We’ll s ll get things
wrong but we take the me to discern a be er approach and try again.
----------------------------------

Do I have toggle switches for some of my emo ons or behavior that should be
converted to dials? How can a discernment dimmer switch tone down some of my
excesses?
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DISCERNMENT, Entry #3 of 5
We learn where we can use our energy to make a diﬀerence and where we need to let go
(Living Clean, Chapter 3, “Awakening to Our Spirituality”).
Life in ac ve addic on for many of us seemed like a ba le: picking sides, winners and losers,
retrea ng in fear from all conﬂict, or bullying to get what we wanted. We tend to bring this
mindset with us in recovery. Some of us confront and challenge more than we engage and
listen. One member shared, “I brought a sledgehammer to all my rela onships. I felt it was my
duty to pound my perspec ve into every discussion. Choosing my ba les was a copout.”
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As we mature in our recovery, examining our behavior through stepwork, most of us will ﬁgure
out that “we” in NA doesn’t really mean “me, plus all who agree with me.” When we say the
“We” version of the Serenity Prayer in our service bodies and in business mee ngs, we’re
invi ng discernment into the proceedings. We ask for courage, acceptance, and wisdom to
guide us. Instead of approaching service mee ngs like gladiator games, we concentrate on
cul va ng enough humility to appreciate and learn from each other. We gain trust in others and
become less invested in ge ng our way. We apply this newer mindset in all rela onships.
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We can also e the Serenity Prayer to discernment in terms of priori zing our me and energy.
We can discern where our eﬀorts would be best focused to change the things we can, accept
what we can’t, and let go when others want to make a diﬀerent change than we do. We can ask
ourselves whether we’re ge ng too caught up in minor details rather than paying a en on to
the big picture and where we can make a posi ve impact.
“Some mes the most discerning choice is to say nothing, step away, and let others step up,” the
member went on. “At other mes, honest self-assessment will lead me to choose a par cular
‘ba le.’ But now I try to approach a conﬂict in my life with spiritual principles in my arsenal and
forego the sledgehammer.” This strategy can apply to so many realms within our lives:
sponsoring, paren ng, roman c rela onships, in our jobs, while driving…and, of course, in NA
service.
----------------------------------

Not everything is ba le-worthy. Where can I apply my energy today so that I am
contribu ng to the wellbeing of others? What situa on can I pull back from that isn’t
beneﬁ ng me or anyone else?
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DISCERNMENT, Entry #4 of 5
As we mature in recovery, we learn to exercise sound judgment in how we make
decisions, place our trust, and meet our responsibili es (Guiding Principles,
Tradi on Four, opening essay).
Stepwork, living clean, and the passage of me bring the gi of maturity to NA members. Our
commonsense grows as we take on various roles in NA—as home group members, sponsors,
and trusted servants. We grapple with the meaning and applica on of the Tradi ons in the
context of real life. As we read in most mee ngs, “it’s only through understanding and
applica on that they work.” When we put in the me and pay close a en on, we become more
skilled at discernment. We grasp how each Tradi on works individually, and prac ce
discernment by exploring how the tension between them creates balance.
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For example, Tradi on Four’s asser on that “Each group should be autonomous” makes it a
favorite, especially when we want to validate any unconven onal means of fulﬁlling our primary
purpose. The Tradi on doesn’t stop there—unless we’re trying to manipulate—and what
follows provides some pre y clear instruc ons about the limits to autonomy: “…except in
ma ers aﬀec ng other groups or NA as a whole.” The other eleven Tradi ons point to the kinds
of things that threaten to do just that. Being mature and responsible members of NA—or at
least aspiring to be—we lean into discernment to sort out whether or not expressions of
autonomy are in harmony with the principles of the other Tradi ons.
To make sound decisions, we invite a loving Higher Power to inﬂuence our group conscience as
Tradi on Two suggests. NA groups and communi es arrive at group conscience by diﬀerent
paths, but they share some common markers: we come together in unity, we honor and include
mul ple perspec ves, and we create space for honest and open communica on. When we
listen for the will of a loving God, we are prac cing discernment. It pays oﬀ as we ﬁnd a spiritual
way forward, enlist trustworthy members to serve, and meet our responsibili es to provide
them with the resources and support they need to carry out the work.
----------------------------------

I will review my personal decision-making process and be more discerning about
how I contribute to shaping my group’s conscience. Sound judgment—my own
and my group’s—is a worthy goal.
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DISCERNMENT, Entry #5 of 5
We learn to tell the diﬀerence between a principle we need to stand for and an
opinion that we just won’t let go of (Living Clean, Chapter 3, “Awakening to Our
Spirituality”).
A lot of us have spent plenty of energy denying reality, estranging ourselves from our true
feelings, avoiding making decisions, and taking ac ons that serve our egos. Many of us
overvalued our own opinions—accepted them as irrefutable fact—and devalued others’
perspec ves that didn’t match ours. Or the opposite was true: Opinions? Principles? We had
none. Yours were ﬁne.
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So, how do we learn in recovery to discern between standing for principles versus doing what
we think is right or, perhaps fearing change, merely defending the way it’s always been. The
quota on above begins with “We learn,” a reﬂec on of our growth through prac cing
discernment. The learning comes from lived experience, meaning that we’ve caused or
undergone pain, examined our mistakes, and ﬁgured something out—usually a er many mes
through this cycle.
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Some mes we’re led by a gut feeling. We talk it over with our sponsor or others. We pray,
meditate, and write about it. We read sec ons of NA literature seeking guidance. We do our
best to evaluate how well a decision will posi vely aﬀect our lives and those we love.
Some mes we just know what we know, without a doubt, because of a similar past experience.
But all that searching and discerning is not a guarantee. We can do everything possible to make
sure that we are standing on principles instead of opinions or ceremony—and s ll screw it up.
Discernment is exercising good judgment based on past experience and on guidance from each
other—but we mostly ﬁnd out how we did when looking back. All we can do is take ac on with
good inten on and let the cards fall where they may. The result isn’t ours to determine. Some
stuﬀ we just have to leave to our Higher Power.
----------------------------------

With prac ce, I’ll get be er at discernment. I will do my best to make the most
principled decision and later, with humility, ﬁnd the lesson in however it turns out.
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